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WOOTTON MANOR ESTATE
THE BACK DRIVE (ALIAS WOOTTON LANE)
INTRODUCTION
The Claim made by Mr Chris Smith for and on behalf of the Open Spaces Society
is that the lane shown from Robin Post Lane (Long Man 16) to the Lewes/Polegate A27
Road should be added to the Definitive rights of way map as a restricted byway (subject to
an order under section 53(2) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. The claim is made
on the assumption that because a route has been shown on the historic maps from the midC18 to the present day, it is thus a highway and has always been a highway and open to the
public.
The owner Mrs Sabrina-Harcourt-Smith refutes and objects to this claim: the lane has been
a private access route from Folkington to the estate lands and property to the north. The
following report sets out the evidence for this objection and challenges Mr Smith's
evidence.
The route is known by the Estate as The Back Drive.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
1. We have been researching for the past seven months and everything found points to the
back drive being a private access. The only paperwork which refers to the back drive other than
as a private access is that written in 1839 in connection with the construction of the railway,
and in our view as it is the only document which describes the back drive as a public road does
not make it so.
There are no records as to any private or public rights of way prior to the unification of the
Wootton and Folkington estates in 1610, when Lord Sackville, Earl of Dorset unified the Estate
by the purchase of the Manors of Wootton and Folkington. Since that date the two estates have
marched as one, and all movement north-south within these lands would have been directly
related to the management thereof, and been made by tenants, labourers and workmen
employed on Estate business. (Plan 1)
2.

The map reproduced at page 11 below (from Margary H 1970 250 Years of Map making
in Sussex), Lympne castle Sheets 6 & 7: 1725, does not show the back drive.
3.

A route way from Folkington to Nate Wood is shown on 18th century maps, but this does
not mean that it was a public highway. The maps recorded the features on the ground which is
not evidence of whether the use was private or public. To the north of the Old Turnpike this
route is shown as an open drift way which illustrates the use of the route as a farm track for
moving stock across open ground. The Yeakell and Gardner maps show this route to have been
gated at two points which strongly indicate private use for stock movement and not a public
highway.
4.
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The creation of the Turnpike in 1821 (now the A27) resulted in the formal closure of the
‘old Turnpike' - a Roman Road, Farne Street, to the north of Wootton Manor and also the
bridleway from Wannock Lane to Monkynpin Green by the Act. The Owners at the time
reorganised the fields north of the Old Turnpike removing their own private track without any
recorded objection from any third party. The new Turnpike effectively cut off
Wilmington/Folkington Common from the Folkington lands at Wootton to the north. There are
no archives which record the enclosure but also no protest or challenge to the removal of the
driftway.
5.

The Turnpike Map by William Figg a Lewes based land surveyor and familiar with the
local landscape recorded this as a lane ‘to Wootton’ (recognizing this was an estate track rather
than a public one) which extended from the Turnpike to the Hide and thence turned east for a
short distance to provide private access to the fields.
6.

Turnpike Acts formally closed routes which were parallel to the Turnpike in order to
prevent people taking an alternative route to avoid tolls. Other routes which were not competing
with the toll road (because they were not going in the same direction) were not formally closed.
Thus the fact that there is no 19th century equivalent of a "side roads order" is inconclusive. It
is a fact that William Harison (looking to improve his lands) enclosed and reorganised the fields
north of the Turnpike after the formal closure of Farne Street (the old Roman Road).
7.

The fact that no Toll House was placed at the end of the Back Drive by the Turnpike
Trustees is also good evidence that this lane was not a public right of way. Toll houses were
erected wherever public rights of way gave access onto the Toll road. In the immediate vicinity
to Folkington there was one at Polegate and another at Wilmington. The small lodge shown on
the OS maps at the junction of the back drive with the A27 was built by JEA Gywnne in the
late 19th century as part of his gentrification of Wootton and Folkington.
8.

The railway books of reference dated 1839 and 1843 record Wootton Lane as a parish
road. We have checked the County Records Office and there are no records of any parish
maintenance of this “road”. We therefore consider was a mistake by the referencer. It is an
outlier, as no other record exists that suggests the back drive was ever a public right of way.
•
There is no record of the parish maintaining this route.
•
The bridge was built at some distance to the west from the line of the original back
drive
•
The route to the north of the bridge at the time was gated at two places (as shown on
contemporary maps)
•
This is the only bridge on the line in this area which is significantly humped whereas
the other points where the line crossed public roads were flat (level) crossings.
9.
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10. We surmise that the railway company provided a separate private access across the track

to meet the needs of Wootton farm. The second private bridge that gives access to the Wootton
front drive was built to service what was at the time a separate holding known as Chambers
Piece. The fact a bridge was provided does not substantiate the argument that the way was
public.
The Folkington Estate was purchased by JEA Gywnne and he was involved in several
litigation cases regarding trespass and access across the Folkington Estate. There was a case
which went to the High Court (Gwynne versus Drewitt) regarding trespass both up the back
drive and along the former Roman Road which was closed by the Turnpike Act. Gywnne won
the case (see 14.1 below).
11.

12. Another challenge came from the Duke of Devonshire claiming a right of access along the

Old Turnpike to reach his lands at The Hooks (to the east of the Wootton Estate lands), but
which also claimed a right up the back drive. The Owner strongly disputed that the back drive
had ever been a public right of way in correspondence with the Duke’s Agents. This did not go
to court and was eventually resolved in the owners favour.
The back drive has always been a private route to provide access for farming and estate
purposes to the 600 acres of farmland at Wootton and the Hide. The fact that it appears on old
maps does not in itself mean that it was a public right. The balance of evidence is that it was
and remains a private routeway and not a public highway. This is evidenced best in the 19th
century.
13.

Time Line
Date
1555

Item
High Way Act

1610

Purchase of Folkington
and Wootton Manors

1724
1725

Budgen ‘s Map of
Sussex
Manor of Wilmington

1773

General Turnpike Act

1778

Sussex - Yeakell and
Gardner
Glyndebridge
Turnpike Act
Sussex - Gardener and
Gream

1792
1795

REF

Margary, H. 250 years
of maps in Sussex
ESRO AMS 5879/4

ESRO

Description
Transferred upkeep of king’s highways from
manors to the parish. Office of Surveyor set
up to deal with commuted services
Lord Sackville, Earl of Dorset unified the
Estate by the purchase of the Manors of
Wootton and Folkington
Richard Budgen’s Survey of Sussex
Survey & Map of the Manor of Wilmington
by Richard Budgen
Act to speed up establishment of
Trusts/Trustees to manage stretches of roads
in return for tolls
Map of Sussex
Glyndebridge Turnpike Act

Margary

After Yeakell and Gardner Map of Sussex
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Ordnance Surveyor’s
Draft Drawings
Lewes to Eastbourne
Turnpike
Lewes to Eastbourne
Turnpike

OSD 93(pt4)
BL online mapping
ESRO QDP 63

Wootton Archives

1835

William Harison
Diary
Highway Act

1839
1839

Tithe Map Folkington
Tithe MapWilmington

ESRO TDE100
ESRO TDE117

1839
1839

Tithe Map Jevington
London, Lewes, St
Leonard’s Railway

ESRO TDE
ESRO QDP 171 [Plan
No 2]

1840/41

Conveyance of
Folkington
Valuation of Property
of John Shoesmith

ESRO GWY 3/1/7

1798-1806
1817
1819

1827-1828

1841

ESRO QDP 67/1

[ESRO AMS 1002]

1862

Highway Act

1874

OS 25” 1st Edition

ESRO Sheet 68:12, 8,
11

1878

OS 6” 1st Edition
Sussex
Survey OS 6” 1st
Edition
Sale Particulars
of Folkington
Estate
Surveyors of
Highways Rate
Book
Stopping up of
highways
Local
Government Act
Local
Government Act
Court Case
Trespass
Estate and
Litigation
Archives
Accounts for
Solicitors

SRO Sheet 68

1860-1870
1876

1876-77

1877
1888
1894
1894
c. 1894

c.1894

OS Epoch Maps
Wootton Archives

Newhaven Harbour to Pevensey Levels,
created by Thomas Budgen
Line of proposed route deposited by William
Figg 29th Sept 1817
William Figg’s Plan shows a track marked ‘to
Wotton’ in the parish of Folkington. This is
the final version and the line taken by the
Turnpike
A year recording events at activities of
Harison at Folkington.
Abolished statutory labour and levied a
Highway Rate. Set up Highway Districts from
groups of parishes and payment of a district
surveyor
Surveyed and drawn by William Figg
Surveyed in 1801 by P Potter, Copied in 1839
by William Leach
Surveyed by William Figg
Line of proposed railway John Raistrick Esq
Engineer deposited 1st March 1839. (See also
QDP 177, 182). Book of Reference gives
landowners and occupiers
Surveyed and drawn by William Figg
A Valuation of Certain Articles the property of
John Shoesmith snr and John Shoesmith jnr on
Wootton Farm in the Parish of Folkington in the
County of Sussex – which are by the new leases
become the property of Thomas Sheppard Esq.
The 13th day of November 1841.

Compulsory unification of parishes into
highway districts
The Hide Cottage and Barn built by this date.
The small cottage or lodge is built by A27.
The south end of the back drive has also been
moved to the west.
The first OS maps 6” and 25” to mile
produced
Sale from Sheppard to Gywnne.

ESRO GWY 10/9

ESRO GWY /1/4/8/1 Sussex Advertiser Gywnne Stopping up of

ESRO GWY 4/7/2

highways in Folkington Manor
Main roads became responsibility of new county
councils
Roads other than main ones became responsibility of
local councils
Gywnne v Drewitt

Raper and Fovague Solicitors at Battle Gywnne Estate
ESRO
RAF/ACC2300/125- and litigation Archives
129
Raper and Fovague Solicitors at Battle Bill Books
ESRO
RAF/ACC5218/1/2/10
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THE REBUTTAL
The Approach taken to challenge the Claim
The Approach was to systematically work through the archive evidence submitted by Mr Smith by
looking at each of the maps and challenging the assumptions.
Background to the farming of the area
The area of the litoral between the South Downs and the Weald is characterised by many droving paths
and routes running in a North-South direction.
These routes were established to facilitate the agriculture of the time, where sheep were folded on the hills
and brought down to the lowland pasture in winter time.
Some of these North -South routes became widely used by the public and established as highways. This
was generally the case where they linked the farms to markets, or were convenient routes between villages
and hamlets and thus became used by neighbours as well as the farmers who had established them.
For example, the public route to Hailsham (now the A22) is called ‘highway’ on the Chatsworth Archives
map (Leylands and Chambers Piece) is one, as is Robin Post Lane.
A route is also shown on C18 historic maps from Wilmington Common north towards the ‘Old Turnpike’
(the former Roman Road and then used in medieval times). These maps do not show statutory status but
prominent features within the landscape. Some maybe defined as ‘king’s highway’ but others could be
minor droves used by the owners and their tenants for moving stock within the manorial lands.
The public routes that were established in the immediate area for the purposes of taking stock to the major
market at Hailsham (established by Royal Charter in 1252) are shown on the google earth map below.
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Other droves, like the one at Wootton, were laid down for and exclusively used to link private
lands held by the same owner in the parish.
The land from the South Downs to Low Weald (Nate Wood) has belonged to the owners of the
manors of Wootton and Folkington from at least 1610 when the Earl of Dorset purchased the
Estate. It is argued that it was a main drove route for private use of the manors and their tenants
(not the wider public) to move their own stock across their own lands.
The droving system of management declined with the increase in arable production in the area,
which accelerated in the Napoleonic wars bringing high grain prices.
Wm Harison enclosed the small area of drove or Drift at the Hide and substantially re-organised
the field boundaries between the Hide and Nate Wood in the early C19th. From this point forward
no further maps show any track or route along the line claimed by Mr Smith in this area.
There is no evidence that this effective physical closure was objected to by the public which tends
to support the view that on balance the right of way was private.
The construction of Folkington Manor gave rise to changes that were recorded by Magistrates
which effectively removed the upper link of the drove road where it passed through Folkington.
The weight to be accorded to old maps
The argument that just because a route is shown in a certain colour and form on a map that it must
be a public highway is incorrect in fact.
The Tithe maps recorded tilled and pasture fields for taxation purposes, and any non-farmed land
was left out – including all private tracks and any public rights of way.
The other maps reflect the physical size of features in the landscape and drove ways were by their
nature large features.
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EVIDENCE FOR WOOTTON BACK-DRIVE NOT TO BE A PUBLIC HIGHWAY

1724 Richard Budgen Map of the County of Sussex (page 3 Smith submission)
This map was the first to show a detailed network of roads at a time when there were no Turnpikes and
only the parishes had duties to provide roads.
The dotted line shown on Budgen’s map, which Smith claims to support his case does not show the
back drive, but a different route entirely.
Margary states 1 “in 1724 there were as yet no turnpikes, and thus no authority other than the individual,
and notoriously inefficient, parishes to provide such things. Hence it is more likely that the marks
(milestones) are Budgens’s own, provided as a guide to travelers along his recommended or the
normally accepted, routes”.
As the back drive is not shown on the Budgen map, we may surmise (with Margary) that it was not a
normally accepted route else it would have been shown.
There is a dotted line on the Budgen map which runs from Folkington via Footgate Green to the A22
but this is not the route claimed by Smith.

1725 Richard Budgen Map of the Manor of Wilmington [ESRO AMS 5879/4]
This map shows a parallel line at the northern end of the claimed route which suggests a route but on
the map again there is no indication of status or labels as to where the routes are from or going to.
There is a pound shown on the Mountain Pen Green track which suggests that it was a manorial drove
route rather than a ‘highway’

Margary H 1970 250 Years of Map making in Sussex, Lympne castle Sheets 6 & 7: 1725
Wootton falls on the boundary of two maps. It is clear that the back drive is not on the map and the
dotted lines are another route entirely – not as is claimed by Mr Smith.
A copy of the East section of the map is reproduced below.

1Margary

I.D. 1971, Traffic routes in Sussex 1724. Sussex Arch Collections vol. 109 p20-23
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Margary H 1970 250 Years of Map making in Sussex, Lympne castle Sheets 6 & 7: 1725

It is not clear what the dotted line refers to or what inference may be drawn from it, but given no claim
has been made for a right of way on the route shown and no such path exists (or can be found) on this
route we argue this does not establish an alternative and no evidence (other than this map) has been found
in support thereof. It is, however, clear from this map that the back drive is not shown thereon.
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1778 Extract from the Map of Sussex by Yeakell and Gardiner 1778
[Reproduced with permission of ESRO]

Robin Post Lane

Driftway

Area of The Hide

Gated entrance
to driftway

Back drive

Old Turnpike or Farne
Street (Roman Road)

Gated entrance to
Wootton alias Wilmington
alias Folkington Common

Thomas Yeakell (a Dutchman) and William Gardner were map surveyors employed full-time by Charles
Lennox to survey his whole Estate of Goodwood in Sussex. It covered 72 miles and they mapped it in very
great detail at 6” to 1 mile using the triangulation method. To employ these surveyors full time Charles
Lennox needed another mapping project. So the team went on to map the whole of Sussex at 2” to the mile
by triangulation method.
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Yeakell and Gardner decided that their map would:“Not only contain an accurate plan of every town and village, but every farmhouse, barn, and
garden, will have its place. Every inclosure.....with the nature of its fence, whether bank, ditch, pale or
wall, will be described, every road public or private, every bridle way will be traced. The hills and vallies
will be clearly distinguished from the low lands, and their shape and even height made sensible to the
eye”. 2
The extract of this map (above) shows the Turnpikes or highways coloured and all the other roads
undifferentiated other than whether bounded or not. The map also shows gated roads into areas of
common, greens and drift ways. Paths are indicated by single dotted lines. The surveyors did not
differentiate roads as being public or private; they were more concerned with getting all the detail down.
The resulting Map “Actual Topographical Survey of Sussex” was published between 1778 and 1783
but covered only four maps of the southern part of the county. Both surveyors were appointed to the
Board of Ordnance by Charles Lennox and William Gardner went on to produce numerous maps for
the military.
In 1791 Charles Lennox appointed Edward Williams and William Mudge as directors of the Board of
Ordnance. The team decided to then work on the production of a map of the nation - The Ordnance
Survey. They started west of London setting up base lines for Trigonometrical Survey. 3 Then the team
extended the trig points into Sussex and along the Sussex coastline. In 1792 Charles Lennox (the MasterGeneral of the Board of Ordnance) decided that the survey should be prepared as a map for Sussex,
which would be published at a later date. The survey was completed in 1793 and The Great Map of
Sussex was to be prepared. Thomas Yeakell had died but Gardner elected Thomas Gream to partner
him in producing the map. The Map of Sussex was published in 1795 by William Faden and dedicated
to Charles Lennox. 4
The Map of Sussex was published as a one off venture, but William Mudge and his team now wanted
to extend the survey west through Hampshire and Dorset and set up the base lines from which the
triangulation would follow. These maps were not only a record of the landscape but also an important
source for the military to counteract any threat from France.

2Hewitt,

R. 2010. Map of a Nation. A biography of the Ordnance Survey. Granta pp 98-99
Chapter Five Theodolites and Triangles pp114-143.
Ibid p136

3 Ibid
4
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1795 William Gardner and Thomas Gream Sussex (partly after Yeakell and
Gardener)
[Extract from Margary, H. 1970 Two Hundred Years of Map Making in the County of Sussex]

As with the 1778 Yeakell and Gardner Map, the Gardner and Gream map (in black and white) did not
differentiate between Public and Private roads, nor Turnpikes, being more concerned with filling in all
the detail on the physical appearance, thus all roads whatever their status are shown, either bounded or
unbounded. Bridle and footpaths are shown by dotted lines. The presence of routes on this map does
not mean that they were public routes.
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1789-1806 Ordnance Surveyor’s Draft Drawings for 12 1st Edition Sheet 93(pt4)
www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/ordsurvdraw/e/zoomify82183.html
Main highways (probably Turnpikes) are coloured fawn all other routes no colour (either solid bounded
or dashed unbounded routes)

Site of
Gorselands Field

Driftway

Old Turnpike
Back Drive

This shows the back drive as a route from Wootton Common (alias Folkington Common) north to the
[Old] Turnpike and then as a drift way (which was gated at the Turnpike) north towards Nate Wood.
(Gorselands field had not been cleared at this time) before it joins with the route from Wilmington via
Mountain Pen Green.
The gated boundary to the drift indicates that it was not a through route but used by Folkington manor
tenants and workers to move stock from manor to woodland and provide access to the fields.
The 1792 Glyndebridge Turnpike Act had been passed but the above map was probably being surveyed and
drawn up at this time and just pips the alignment of the new Turnpike road which wasn’t built until 1819.
The Turnpike Act of 1819 closed the Old Turnpike as shown on OSD above and the bridle way to Mountain
Pen Green from the south east (not shown on the OSD).
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The Turnpike Acts and the impact of the New Turnpike on the back drive
An account of the history of the Turnpike Road is given in Austen (2015).The Glyndbridge Trust was
set up in 1759 (under the Act of 32 Geo II c67), with the Trust’s powers needing to be renewed by
Parliament in 1821. It was decided to promote another extension from east of Lewes to Swines Hill
(Polegate) along the edge of scarp foot downs linking the spring settlements.
This was the Lewes to Eastbourne Turnpike (a detailed account is by Austen in ‘Transport History’
7(1), March 1974, pages 41-59). The initial route was promoted in 1817 John McAdam and William
Figg (Lewes Land Surveyor) had already surveyed the route. See map below.

Wootton

Extract [DSCO5177] from ESRO QDP/63/1 (plan by William Figg) showing the route of the proposed
Turnpike running to the north of Wootton Farm. Numbers 26 – 30 Proprietor William Harison esq and
occupier William Harison [ESRO QDP/63/2].
Smith has used the original plans for the Turnpike which do not show cross drives in the Parish of
Folkington: the same plans show cross routes in Wilmington and Arlington parishes, which are currently
public rights of way. We take this as support for our objection.
No cross routes i.e. the Back Drive are shown in this area because the routes / tracks were private and
not public highways.
This proposal for the route was not proceeded with. From Selmeston past Wilmington towards Polegate
the route cut across farmland. Some members of the Turnpike committee opposed this alignment and
wanted the route moved further to the south. (5) The committee decided to pursue a new more southerly
alignment between Selmeston and Polegate. A new plan was drawn up and was deposited in January
1819. (6) (shown below).
5

Austen 2015 p15
B 1974. John Loudon McAdam and the Lewes to Eastbourne Turnpike. Transport History 7(1) pp41-59

6 Austen,
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William Harison, owner of Wootton Farm, was a trustee of the new Turnpike and probably
was also one of the objectors to the northern alignment as a trustee and an owner of land
over which the proposed route went.
The Act passed through Parliament in March 1819.
ESRO QDP 67 Details the 1818/19 Turnpike road from Lewes to Polegate and Eastbourne
devised by William Figg.
ESRO QDP 67/1 is William Figg’s maps of the Lewes to Eastbourne Turnpike. The plan
shows a route (probably the back drive) marked ‘to Wotton’. [Importantly, it should be noted
that the access is not described as a through route to Hailsham Market or Nate Wood].
William Figg must have surveyed the area and known that this route only went to the farm
and manor and no longer through to Nate Wood.

The labelling of the
road indicates that
William Harison
had already started
to re-organise the
fields north of the
old Turnpike
before 1819. In
order to do this as
land-owner he had
the right to do it as
the ‘driftway’ was
not in use by the
public.

Extract from ESRO QDP/67/1 showing the revised Turnpike route. See also (LongstaffTyrrell, P. 2007) Turnpike Territory. The Glyndbridge Trust and Lewes to Eastbourne
Turnpikes. Eastbourne Local History Society.
The Book of Reference ESRO QDP/67/2 shows William Harison again as Proprietor and occupier. This
route cut across the Wootton alias Wilmington alias Folkington Common to the south of Wootton.
The 1819 Act had a clause in it to stop up roads and routes which would have allowed people to avoid
the new Turnpike and its Tolls. These were routes which generally followed the parallel alignment of
the new Turnpike rather than ones that crossed it.
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In the Wootton area the following parallel routes were stopped up;Upper part of Farne Street to Bopeep, Alciston, Thornwell and Wilmington to Swines Hill
(Hailsham).
The bridleway from Monkenpin, Wilminton via Wootton to Wannock Lane in Jevington.
No toll houses were erected in this locality.
These roads and tracks were transferred to landowners, where possible in exchange for land for the new
Turnpike. Thus Harison obtained the freehold to the land of the Old Turnpike and the Jevington route
in return for the land taken from his fields and the common to the south. The Turnpike was finally
finished in August 1820 and was taking tolls from users. 7
John McAdam was the surveyor appointed to build the turnpike and his correspondence may be found
in ACC 3622 (Folder for the Turnpike).
His report mentions Wootton Farm belonging to Mr Harison but makes no mention of the back drive
either as a public or private way. The manuscripts which refer to the toll houses make no mention of any
toll house (even proposed) at or the near the Back drive.
Impact of the New Turnpike on William Harison’s Estate at Wootton
At some point between 1819 (the creation of the new Turnpike) and 1839 (the survey for the Tithe Map)
William Harison reorganised the fields north of the now-closed Turnpike (Farne Street). This road was
one of two stopped up by the Turnpike Act in order to prevent people evading the toll and using
alternative routes, (see above).
William Figg annotates the routeway in question as “To Wooton” and not to Nate Wood or even
Hailsham. This suggests that Figg was fully aware this was a Wootton Estate private track and did not
offer a public through route to anywhere else.
The Old Turnpike (Farne Street) passed through the area of the Low Weald on clay soils which became
water-logged and poached in winter and baked hard in summer. The proposed route of 1817 also took
an alignment across the Weald Clay. By moving the route south towards the chalk escarpment, the route
approved by the Act in 1819 was able to cross better drained land.
It is proposed that Harison seeing that his access to the grazing lands and meadows around the common
(as well as loss of the ground surface), to the south of Wootton were going to be in effect ‘barred’ by
the Turnpike, the driftway and lands north of the Old Turnpike provided an opportunity for reorganisation and improvement for stock grazing and arable.
He was already organising the fields and lands to the west around Eastlands Coppice and the changes
and removal of the driftway appears to be a continuation of this.
The schedules accompanying the Turnpike Maps show William Harison as both the proprietor and
occupier. The Harisons (Lancelot and his son William) had from 1796 to 1820 held the Estate in- hand.
This would suggest that the Harisons wanted to improve and re-organise Wootton lands themselves. By
holding the property in-hand made it possible to undertake major changes without affecting any tenants.
In 1820 Stephen Searle became the tenant of Wootton and remained there until 1833. 8

7 Austen, B. 2015. Turnpikes to Hailsham and Eastbourne. Sussex Industrial History 40 pp 2-16
8 See Bannister, N.R. 2011. Wootton Estate Heritage Landscape Assessment. Unpublished report for the owner
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William Harison kept a diary from Jan 1827 to June 1828.
p46 Went with Charles (Harison) into the Hide and Hose (Gorse) Lands to hunt with his dog
p109 10th May 1828 David mowing walks and to the Wood [Nate ?] to turn the water at the bar
way in Gorse Lands flat
There are no specific references to these fields or “Wootton Lane”. It is likely that the field pattern had
already been in place for 10 years. In 1838 William Harison had died and the estate passed to his nephew
Charles. It then passed to William Thomas Harison in 1840. Harison sold in this year to Thomas
Sheppard and the Abstract of title to the Estate contains a fine coloured map by William Figg, showing
the extent of the Estate. See 8. ESRO GWY 3/1/7 1840 below.
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The Tithe Maps for Folkington Estate 1839

Tithe Map of Folkington [ESRO TD/E 100 Folkington]
[Reproduced with permission of East Sussex Record Office]

ESRO TD/E 100 Folkington Tithe Map of Folkington by William Figg
Shows the Back drive from the A27 north to the Hide thence east for a short distance along Old
Turnpike Bridleway to Monken Pen or Mountain Pen Green across Wootton lands is not shown, but an
unfenced track shown from Wootton Farm north to old Turnpike is shown and is coloured the same as
all other roads.
Smith argues that because routes of all types all shown in the same colour they are all of ‘highway’
status on this Tithe map. But this track from the farmstead to the old Turnpike is definitely a farm access
track which postdates the closure of the Turnpike. Although the Tithe Commissioners gave guidance
on how tithe maps should be annotated different surveyors applied their own interpretations, and it also
depend on the local landowners as well as to who undertook the surveys. At Point C on the map below,
William Figg has coloured in a small track to a pond the same colour as all the roads.
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William Figg was a well known and reputed Land Surveyor in Lewes and had already mapped many
of the estates in this area. So it is likely that he used his own annotations rather than conforming to a
standard set by the Tithe Commissioners.
Moreover, it is accepted that Tithe maps were created to raise tax on productive land, so owners
would have taken care to ensure every non-farmed piece of land was excluded from the chargeable
area, not just public rights of way.
The Tithe Map was surveyed after the re-organisation of the fields and the removal of the drift way
at area known as The Hide by the Harisons. Where the former line of the drift way originally reached
the woods on the west side of Gorselands, there is a small rectangular enclosure numbered 11 on the
map. On the Tithe apportionment for Folkington this strip is called ‘shaw west end of Gorselands”
the land use being underwood. It was owned by William Harison and occupied by James Gosden.
Extract from the Tithe Schedule.
12 - Gorse Downs under Pasture owned William Harison and occupied John Shoesmith the elder 13
- Gorseland Shaw as Underwood owned by William Harison and occupied by James Gosden
Enlarged Extract from Tithe Map of Folkington [ESRO TD/E 100 Folkington] showing
The area of The Hide [Reproduced with permission of East Sussex Record Office]

C

B

A
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James Gosden was the tenant of Wootton Farm. The map clearly shows no track or lane
between the point A by The Hide (which has yet to be built) and point B, the junction of the
track from Westham to Mountain Pen Green (known as Ogg’s Lane). There are solely
boundaries of the now reorganised fields. The line of the Old Turnpike (Farne Street) has
also been removed as part of the field re-organisation.
Enlarged Extract from Tithe Map of Folkington [ESRO TD/E
100 Folkington]
[Reproduced with permission of East Sussex Record Office]

Wootton Farm
former access
from ‘Old
Turnpike’
(Farne Street)

Wootton Farm new
access from ‘New
Turnpike’ (A27)

No Cottage
here in 1839

This map extract shows the line of the back drive from the new Turnpike opened in 1821 to
the area of the Hide. This part of the back drive served as a means of accessing Wootton
Farm.
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The Turnpike Act had closed the bridleway so the only means of accessing the farm was from the Old
Turnpike across the fields from the north. It explains why William Figg only annotated the short part
of the Old Turnpike (which had been formerly closed by the Turnpike Act of 1819.
ESRO TD/E 117; Wilmington Tithe Map of Wilmington surveyed 1801 by P Potter and copied
1839 by William Leach

B

This map which is adjacent to Folkington shows where the proposed route runs through and joins with
routes in Wilmington parish. This Tithe map shows all tracks, roads and lanes in an indeterminate
colour. There is no naming of the routes in this area nor where they go to or come from.
Point B on this map ties with point B on the Folkington Tithe map extract above. All routes are shown
the same colour. The tithe is recording what is liable for tithe, not what is a statutory right of access for
the public. Only land which could turn a profit were tithable and thus shown as such on a map. Roads
and tracks whether public or private which were not ‘productive’ in the farming sense were not titheable.
It also depended on the surveyor as to how routes were shown and recorded in the schedules.
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The Abstract of Title of Folkington Estate 1840 [ESRO GWY 3/1/7 1840]
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The maps above are from the conveyance of Folkington and Wootton plus other lands from the
Harison Family to the Sheppard Family.
The old Turnpike is gated (these gates on ‘old Turnpike were the subject of litigation between JEA
Gynne and The Duke of Devonshire over access described below) at the junction with the back drive.
It is also gated along other sections. The Back drive is shown as a track to the Old Turnpike and no
further and there is no track or footpath going across Gorselands. The Hide cottage, buildings and
yard had not been built. There is no indication of a path or track through this area at all, nor through
the woodland.
William Figg surveyed and drew this map which is part of the conveyance so he was familiar with
the area and landscape. The track through the woods is number 76 – called Half the waste , and at the
north end (Robin Post Lane) is marked ‘to Hailsham’.
Our objection is supported by these plans as we have argued that Robin Post Lane is the clear public
route from Wilmington to the historic market at Hailsham.
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1841 John Shoesmith Valuation of Wootton
John Shoesmith was a tenant of Wootton Farm from 1834 to 1841 at the time of the ownership by the
Shepards. The valuation was undertaken when John Shoesmith had died. It description of the lands
gives examples of how the back drive alias Wotton Lane was described.
Coppice and gorselands and Oziers planted in Old Lain
Hedges by Old Turnpike in Upper Clapends
Hedge west side of Rye Field by the Road
Hedge west side of Cow Field and the Lane
Hedge between Great Stroods and The Turnpike.
The reference to Old Lain is to the line of route through Gorselands which was planted to a shaw as
marked on the Folkington Tithe Map.
The Road is the Old Turnpike and Lane is the Back Drive
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The Railway Plans
1839

London, Lewes, St
Leonard’s Railway

ESRO QDP 171
[Plan No 2]

1840

London, Lewes, St
Leonard’s Railway

ESRO
QDP/182/1

Line of proposed railway John Raistrick Esq
Engineer deposited 1st March 1839. (See also QDP
177, 182). Book of Reference gives landowners
and occupiers
Plan of London, Lewes, St Leonard’s Railway by
John U Raistrick. Mentions Wootton Farm

The Railway documents indicate that what is now the Wootton back drive was one of the 'Public
Roads' that the railway was going to cross, and thus a cross-section was shown (in the 1843 plans).
In the 1843 plan, the cross-section for 'Public Road No 10' shows that a bridge was proposed),

Back Drive

1843 Plan of
railway

ESRO QDP 171[Plan No 2]
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1843 Section of railway
934 - Page from Book of Reference of 1839 Proposal. This page is for the Parish of Folkington. At the
time Charles Harrison was listed as the owner of Wootton. The plots numbered 1,3,4,5 and 6 are listed
as: Owner: Charles Harrison; Lessee: John Shoesmith; Occupier: John Shoesmith

Plot 2 is the road. Listed as Parish Road: Owner Surveyors of Highways
Below is the Folkington Parish page from the Book of Reference for 1843 Proposal (which became the
1844 Act). This is the similar page, for the Parish of Folkington.
The plots numbered 1,3,4 and 5 are listed as: Owner: Thomas Sheppard; Lessee: John Shoesmith;
Occupier: John Shoesmith
Plot 2 is listed as Parish Road: Owner: Surveyors of Highways

Below is a page from the deposited drawings for East Sussex in the Southern Railway Bill of 1833,
which became the Act in 1934. It shows the location authorised for the substation for the third-rail
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electrification to Eastbourne and Hastings completed in 1935. This was to the west of the back drive
overbridge and on the north side of the railway. The substation was in fact built to the east of the bridge
and on the south side of the railway, in the woodland. The relevance of this drawing is that it shows the
back drive marked as 'to Wootton Manor'.

The Railway plans state that the back drive is 'Parish Road'. One matches the number '2' on it to the
entry in the Book of Reference (1839 and 1843 versions).
It is noticeable that the bridge over the railway was not built on the line of the 'parish road' - the road
was moved west. And the gradients both side of the bridge are steep - unsuitable for public road users
of the time. By contrast the 'Parish Roads' which cross the railway at Wilmington Green, at Berwick
Station, at Selmeston and on the lane from A27 to Ripe are all flat crossings, where the 'parish road' was
graded carefully to be almost flat, for the horse-and-carriage and pony-and-trap type of local use - and
a level crossing was provided. These four roads continue to cross the railway by these level crossings.
This contrast with the other crossings of ‘public roads’ indicates that the owner of Folkington Manor
and Wootton Farm, Thomas Sheppard, in 1843 persuaded John Rastrick, Engineer for the Brighton.
Lewes & Hastings Railway, to provide a bridge for what is now the back drive with a steep gradient

either side because in practice there was only farm traffic using the back drive. There is no
other bridge over the railway between Lewes and Polegate with this humpback alignment.
In conclusion, while the railway book of reference in 1841 records the back drive as a public

road, we consider this was either a mistake by the referencer or deliberate blurring of the facts
on the ground by the owner. The ‘parish road’ status is not supported by any other evidence.
The following factors point to it not being a public highway.
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•
•
•
•

There is no record of the parish maintaining this route.
The bridge was built at some distance to the west from the line of the original drove
path
The route to the north of the bridge at the time was gated (as shown on contemporary
maps)
This is the only bridge on the line in this area which is significantly humped, limiting
its usefulness for the public while meeting the farming needs of the landowner.

We surmise that the railway company provided a separate private access across the track to
meet the needs of Wootton farm. The second private bridge that gives access to the Wootton
front drive was built to service what was at the time a separate holding known as Chambers
Piece. The fact a bridge was provided does not substantiate the argument that the way was
public.
This single notation on the plan and book of reference in connection with the building of the
railway is the only document that we have been able to find in seven months researches among
the Estate’s private papers and the County Records which are referenced in this Objection. It
is thus an outlier and should in our view not be afforded weight.
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1876 Sale Particulars
These were the Sale Particulars when the Folkington property passed from Shepard to Gywnne. This
was the point when Wootton Manor and Farm underwent a change in status from a tenants Farm to a
country gentleman’s residence, with the creation of the park , the extensions to the property by Detmar
Blow and the laying out of more formal type gardens. In the wider landscape a small lodge was erected
by the junction of the back drive with the A27. Gywnne was an engineer who invented pumps and
moved to the Estate to establish himself as a gentleman farmer and landowner. He was vigilant in
establishing his rights across the estate as the correspondence preserved in the Raper and Forvague
Solicitors Mss in the ESRO. See below

This map is based on the OS 25” 1st Edition Sheet 68. It shows all the paths, tracks etc. on the Estate,
together with the routes coloured fawn. The map does not show the statutory rights of the routes.
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See below for the OS maps
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OS 25” 1st Edition Surveyed 1874 published 1876 Sheets 68: 8, 11, 12

The OS 6 and 25” maps showed all tracks, lanes etc according to form not designation of a public right
of way. The stopped up bridleway is shown, as well as the access from the south and from the north into
Wootton Farmstead. The back drive is prominent because it is a landscape feature: a track bounded by
shaws on both sides. This does not mean it was a by-way. The Mountain Pen green bridleway was just
as old but it served just as a footway. The Back drive was a drove and needed to be well bounded to
prevent stock wandering over the arable fields. North of the Old Turnpike it was a driftway in the C18
where the drove crossed wet ground on the clays. Harison enclosed and probably put in land drains to
improve the drainage. A farm footpath is shown going across the Hide fields.
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The Hide
OS 25” 2nd Edition The Hide

Re-aligned back drive and railway bridge
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OS 25” 2nd Edition Sheet 68 1898 – The Hide Lands
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JEA GYWNNE TRESPASS CASES
ESRO GWY 4/7/2 1892-94
Legal Papers in Case of Gywnne v Drewitt in Chancery re trespass over Wootton Farm. This was
trespass over the old line of the bridleway which originally crossed the back drive. The argument for
the defendant was that the closing of this route and the Old Turnpike by the 1796 Act only lasted until
the new Act of 1856 which reaffirmed the Trust and Trustees and that the closures were not permanent.
Case went to Chancery and ruled that the closures of 1796 still stood.
Saturday June 2nd 1894 in The Sussex and County Advertiser gave an account of the case and its
outcome. There is no mention in the papers nor in the Solicitors papers of the back drive as a public
route along which there was alternative access.
ESRO RAF/ACC 5218/1/2/10 1893-96 Raper and Fovargue Solicitors of Battle Firms records and
clients papers. Bill Books which record the researches undertaken.
ESRO Gywnne 4/7/2
Extracts from the 1819 Turnpike Act (which Gywnne has highlighted with reference to the trespass over
Wootton Farm) see below
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ESRO ACC 2300 /129
JEA Gywnne versus Drewitt in a case brought to the Court of Chancery regarding trespass of brick
workers along the old bridle way from Wannock Lane to Monken Pin and partly along the back drive.
The account of the case was published in the Sussex Advertiser on Saturday June 2nd 1894. See Images
DSC04634-4636 in Folder 01-08-2017.
In 1893 there was another trespass case along the bridle path and thence up the back drive by Mr Issac
Vinall. The latter acknowledged the trespass when JEA Gywnne took procceedings against him.
See images DSC04654 – 4663 in Folder 01-08-2017
In all cases the claim of trespass was up held.

ESRO RAF/ACC2300 125-129 JEA Gywnne, Folkington Estate
These are 5 Boxes of Solicitors Correspondence from 1889 to 1894.
AC 2300/127 contains a bundle concerning Litigation over rights of access along the back
drive and the Old Turnpike, between JEA Gywnne and the Duke of Devonshire.
The litigation was over the Duke of Devonshire’s right of access to his land called The Hooks which
formed part of his property of Jevington Farm, along the Old Turnpike and the back drive.
There is a bundle of papers in the Raper and Forvague Solicitors for JEA Gywnne Boxes which are
concerned with this case. Extracts are shown below;- Unfortunately there are no maps to go with the
correspondence. The correspondence is obviously one-sided and without the Duke of Devonshire’s side
except when copies of letters are included. The items have not been catalogued but were photographed
as part of the research for this report. A copy of the list is given in Appendix I together of this report
and accompanying the digital version is a folder with all the images in.
In summary, the Duke of Devonshire’s tenants Mr Levett were claiming a right of access along the back
drive in order to access the Dukes land known as The Hooks. The Duke referred to ‘Wootton Lane’ as
the back drive from the New Turnpike north to the Hide and then east for a short distance along the
alignment of the Old Turnpike to the fields known as The Hooks. There were gates erected at the end
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of the back drive which were evidently locked by Gywnne and tampered with by the Duke’s tenants.
Amongst this lengthy correspondence from 1889 to 1894 are a number of key documents which imply
that Wootton Lane (so called by the Duke of Devonshire) never had a right of access to the public or to
the Duke and his tenants, and was never maintained by the parish as a highway, but was only an estate
road providing access to Wootton. (Included with these are manuscripts relating to the 1894 Drewitt
Trespass Case (See 15. Below))

Opinion of Mr E Marshall Hall [Barrister]on the status of ‘Wootton Lane’ [ESRO AC 2300/217]
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Opinion of Mr E Marshall Hall on the status of ‘Wootton Lane’ [ESRO AC 2300/217]
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Opinion of Mr E Marshall Hall on the status of ‘Wootton Lane’ [ESRO AC 2300/217
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The following is a letter from JEA Gwynne to Mr Raper concerning a meeting his son had with the
Duke of Devonshire’s Agent dated 1894 about the case of the Duke’s tenant Leveatt right along part
of what the Duke calls Wootton Lane to The Hooks and about the Dreweatt Trespass case.

Letter from JEA Gywnne to Mr Raper re the trespass by the Duke’s tenants [2 Images DSC05253 from
ESRO AC2300/127]
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In conclusion the Opinion is that ‘Wootton Lane’ was private and that the old Turnpike had been closed
by the Act of 32 George III (that is, the 1819 Act). However landowners and occupiers of land adjoining
the old road lying between Howerwell (?) and Swines Hill should not be prevented from passing to and
from such land with wagons horses and cattle.
(Photo reference DSC05245 to DSC05246 in Folder 15-08-2017 The Keep Wootton)
This letter discusses the two trespasses – the Dreweatt one it states was backed by the Footpaths
Society of London who were behind the trespass and had contacted Curreys, the solicitors for the
Duke of Devonshire.
There is also a draft of a letter response to Curreys in which Gywnne states that Wootton road is the
private road through Wootton to the old Turnpike.

Images DSC05280 from ESRO AC2300/127

Images DSC05250 from ESRO AC2300/127
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OS 25” 2nd Edition Sheet 68 1898 – Wootton
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OS 25” 2nd Edition Sheet 68 1898 – The Hide Lands
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OS 25” 3rd Edition 1925
Between 1898 and 1925 the new front drive to Wootton was laid out across Leylands or Chambers piece
Copyhold land of Manor of Wilmington. This fits with the Gywnnes gradually gentrifying Wootton
Farm from 1876 to the mid 1930s to its former status as a manor house. The employment of Detmar
Blow to design the library extension and other parts, combined with the creation of an open parkscape
in front of the house through which the front drive meandered together with the building of the Lodge
opposite Folkington Lane and the Hide Cottage (for a gamekeeper) fits with a country gentleman’s
estate. The front drive provided access to the main house, while a track from the old back drive provided
access to the farm buildings at the rear of the house. The former way from the old Turnpike south to
Wootton Farm had been removed by the time that the survey for the Third Edition of the OS was carried
out.

FRONT DRIVE using an
existing bridge for an estate
footpath from Folkington

New access from
Back drive to
farmyard
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Conclusion

We have been researching for the past seven months and everything found points to the back
drive being a private access. The only documents found which refer to the back drive other than
private access are the documents for the construction of the railway, and in our view because it is
the only document which describes the back drive as a public road does not make it so.
The weight of evidence all points to the Wootton back drive as having always been route for
private access and not a public right of way. We therefore strongly refute the claim made by Mr
C. Smith.
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APPENDIX I
Listed photographs of documents from The Keep
15/08/17 [Photos in Separate Folder called 15-08-2017 The Keep Wotton]
Listed photographs of documents from Wootton
Prepared by Isabella Thompson
- DSC05200 to DSC05204 – Ordinance Survey Map, published by the Ordinance Survey Office in
Southampton, dated 1909. Railways and minor corrections revised to May 1912.
- DSC05205 to DSC05209 – Richard Laurie’s New Map of the counties of Surrey & Sussex, published
14th September 1821
- DSC05210 to DSC05213 – Ordinance Survey map of Folkington area, clearly depicting Wootton and
the back drive, published by Lieutenant Colonel Mudge in 1st February 1813
- DSC05214 to DSC05216- J. E. A. Gwynne to the Duke of Devonshire: Attested Copy of Release of
Right of Way over Stud Farm at Polegate, dated 11th October 1900
- DSC05217 to DSC05219- Manor of Wilmington – Copy of Admission of Frederick Sheppard on the
Absolute surrender of Thomas William Chambers, dated 29th October 1847
- DSC05220- Map of the land to be sold from the Duke of Devonshire to J. E. A. Gwynne, dated 15th
May 1899
- DSC05221- J. E. A. Gwynne’s response to Mr Cockerell’s letter (see DSC05221), dated 5th May 1899
- DSC05222- Letter from Mr Cockerell to J. E. A. Gwynne about the sale of portion of Wilmington
Court Farm and the rental of The Sporting Rights, from the Duke of Devonshire to Mr Gwynne, dated
5th May 1899
- DSC05223 - Manor of Wilmington – Copy of the Admission of Thomas William Chambers on the
Will of Thomas Chambers deceased, dated 28th October 1831
- DSC05224 to DSC05227- Manor of Wilmington – Copy of the Admission of Thomas William
Chambers on the Will of Thomas Chambers deceased, dated 28th October 1831
- DSC05228–Cover of the draft Conveyance of the Folkington Estate from Major George Harvey and
others to J. E. A. Gwynne, dated 31st December 1877
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Listed photographs of documents in dirty box - AC23000/127
DSC05229 to - DSC05232 – Notes written by J. E. A. Gwynne stating:
‘William Harison was a Trustee of the Road… [he] allowed new roads to be made on his land. Old Roads
given in exchange for new land…’ ‘…if such an arrangement as suggested was made it was all
in favour of the Duke & nothing given in exchange. A record of it would have been retained.’
DSC05229
‘If [the Duke’s tenants] ever came it was unseen or was allowed as a neighbourly act + not as a right
which…does not exist.’ (DSC05230)
The specifics of the unlocking of the gate at the top of the back drive are further discussed. Document
dated 3rd August 1892
DSC05233 – Letter from Currey, Holland & Currey (representatives of the Duke of Devonshire) to
Messrs Raper & Ellman (representatives of J. E. A. Gwynne), stating the Duke’s tenant did not interfere
‘with the Lock on the Gate which we presume refers to the Lock on the Gate between the first Field of the
Dukes (entering from Polegate) and Mr Gwynne’s Field adjoining.’ Dated 5th September 1892
DSC05234 – Notes of conversation with Thomas Bennett. Bennett states that Levett (the Duke’s tenant)
came down Wootton Lane before the gate was up. Bennett worked on the road, ‘he had a lot of stuff laid
on the way up Wootton.’
‘All I ever see through there (i.e. the Hooks) was a little trap used to come through with a gentleman
(Pagden). Never saw any cattle drove up or down, or carting of hay or straw.’ Dated 31st January 1894
DSC05235 – Statement of William Tilling, Bricklayer, Folkington. Tilling states that he has never seen
‘anyone, unless tenants or occupiers or employees of the Squire (J. E. A. Gwynne) coming down or going
up Wootton Lane. Nor have I, unless within the last few months, ever heard or been informed or known
that any claim whatever was made of a right of way over Wootton Lane& then only by Mr. Levett…’
Document is covered in annotations and crossings out. Dated 29th November 1893
DSC05236 – Further Statement by Thomas Shipley. Shipley states that he has always kept a lock on the
gate and always replaced broken locks. He also states that ‘until Levett made this claim I never at any
time saw anyone with cattle, or farm produce go up or down Wootton Lane to the “Hooks” farm.’ Dated
1st February 1894
DSC05237 – Notes of Reynolds’s Statement to the Squire. He mentions ‘Bennett’s house (the Hyde)’. He
also talks about carting beech up Wootton Lane since he was a boy. He ‘never saw any wagons, carts or
traffic up that way to Hook’s Farm.’ He also has ‘no recollection of people repairing the road for the
Parish. It was done by the farmers who farmed the land.’ Dated 20th January 1894
DSC05238 – A handwritten note on the back of Reynolds’s statement (above). It talks about the tolls
payable by vehicles. ‘[Reynolds (?)] Does not seem quite clear as to traffic from Hooks or as to foot
passengers.’ Undated
DSC05239 to - DSC05240– Handwritten notes about William Fox, a labourer at Wootton, undated
DSC05241 to - DSC05242 –Copy of Declaration by farm labourer (Saerland Farm) Charles Whiting.
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Whiting talks about the deceased yeoman John Dennis. He states that Dennis ‘put up a post & rail fence
along the east & west ends of the strip of land coloured pink on the said plan’. There is no plan included.
Dated 12th February 1889
DSC05243 to - DSC05244 – Handwritten notes about the history of Wootton from the conveyance of
Folkington from Harrison to Shepherd, undated
DSC05245 to - DSC05246– very faint letter from (name illegible) to Mr Gwynne about the
authorization of the new Turnpike road. ‘…portion of the old Road should belong to Lord George
Cavendish. The act further declared that the owners or occupiers of any land adjoining that portion of
the old Roadlying between Howerwell (?) and Swine’s Hill so to be stopped up, should not be
prevented of passing to or from such land with horses wagons cattle…’ Dated 10th March 1894
DSC05247 – Letter titled “The Duke of Devonshire v Gwynne, The Hooks” from Currey, Holland and
Currey to Messrs Raper & Ellman, stating that Mr Wallis (the Duke of Devonshire’s agent) will meet
Mr Gwynne as soon as possible, dated 13th February 1894
DSC05248 – Proposed rough draft of letter (assuming from Raper and Ellman) to Messrs Currey. Mr
Gwynne’s desire to meet Mr Wallis is stated. New drainage on the old roadway implemented by
Gwynne is also mentioned. Undated
DSC05249 – Letter from Currey, Holland and Currey to Messrs Raper and Ellman. C,H & C state that
they will carefully consider R & E’s proposals and will reply as soon as they have spoken to Mr Wallis.
Dated 9th February 1894
DSC05250 – Map of Wootton and the surrounding fields. The back drive is clearly marked as is the
new Turnpike road and the old road. There are five points lettered A-E in red along and around the old
road. Undated
DSC05251 to DSC05252 – Letter titled “The Duke of Devonshire v Gwynne, The Hooks” from
Currey, Holland and Currey to Messrs Raper & Ellman. They state that Levett reiterates that the
‘Culvert and Watercourse’ remained blocked even though Gwynne had failed to discover this. They
enclosed a map to indicate where the culvert and watercourse points are (see DSC05250). Dated 31st
January 1894
DSC05253 to DSC05254 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. Dated 5th July 1894. He says his
son Neville discussed the topics of The Hooks, the Right of Way down the back drive and the claim of
the footpath by the Drewetts with Mr Wallis. It is stated that Mr Wallis said that the Duke believed that
if he and Gwynne were to meet the dispute about the back drive could be resolved. It also states that the
Duke wished ‘no outside interference’ (DSC05254) when it came to the Drewett footpath claim.
DSC05254: ‘Now as to the Drewett & footpath claim. As we know who are behind in this case it is
necessary that we should be more than extra careful. And it will never do to proceed to trial with the case.
Unless our evidence is extremely satisfactory & convincing, as it would only make my position far worse
than it is now. If the Wootton Lane question may was settled amicably no doubt I could get the Duke or
Wallis to help me.’ Dated 5th February 1894
DSC05255 – Copy of letter from Gwynne to Mr Levett. Gwynne reminds Levett of the Act of
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Parliament that closed ‘the old road’ and that wants to put a stop to men using ‘the old lane [you] hire
from me at Swine’s Hill.’ Dated 18th July 1892
DSC05256 – Extract from a letter from Mr H. Faulconer (agent to Gwynne) to J. E. A. Gwynne.
Faulconer states that Wallis or a member of his party destroyed the gate that he had put up. Dated 24th
June 1892.
DSC05257 – Copy of letter from H Faulconer to Mr Wallis. Faulconer asks Wallis if he can please state
if his destruction of the gate was a deliberate act of perusing a right of way. Dated 25th June 1892
DSC05258 – Response letter from Wallis to Faulconer. Wallis states that the gate belongs to the Duke
of Devonshire, not Gwynne. Dated 27th June 1892
DSC05259 – Copy of letter from Mr Levett to unknown (presumably Gwynne) stating that he has
stopped all trespassers to Swine’s Hill Lane. Dated 27th June 1892
DSC05260 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper stating that he encloses copies of letters to do
with Wootton Trespass. Dated 5th July 1892
DSC05261 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He states that he does not believe that the gate
dividing his land with the Duke’s is the Duke’s and that they have always kept it locked. Dated 9th July
1892
DSC05262 to DSC05263 – Letter from Currey, Holland and Currey (assuming) to Messrs Raper and
Ellman. They state that ‘Wootton Lane’ has been used by the Duke of Devonshire to access his land
from the new Turnpike road to the old Turnpike road ‘for a great number of years’.
‘If you will refer to Section 51 of the Act of Parliament dated 23rd March 1819 for the improvement of
the Road between Lewes and Polegate you will see that it provides for the closing of the old Turnpike
road which went from Thornwell to Swineshill, it specially reserves a right of way at all times for
owners and occupiers of all land adjoining the old Turnpike road, over that road.’ Undated
DSC05264 to DSC05265 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He states that Mr Raper is
incorrect in thinking that Levett (tenant of Hooks) has ever been allowed by Gwynne to use Wootton
Lane or the old Turnpike road. ‘For your information I may state that the Wootton Lane is not a Parish
Road and has never been repaired at the cost of the parish.’ Undated
DSC05266 to DSC05268 – Letter from Messrs Raper and Ellman to Currey, Holland and Currey. The
trespass of Mr Levett is discussed in relation to acts of parliament. ‘…you justify your trespass under
the act of 59 George III. Had the roadway through the Wootton Farm been a public road at the time the
act was passed might have been entitled to pass over our clients section of the old Turnpike in order to
get to the present high road, but the road in question never was public, and the continuation of it on the
other side of the new Turnpike has long since been done away with.’ This is the letter Gwynne is
referring to in DSC05264-65. Dated 18th July 1892
DSC05269 to DSC05271 – Response letter from C,H & C to Raper and Ellman. The state that the gate
is the Duke’s property. They also say they don’t not understand which road they are talking about.
Dated 20th July 1892
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DSC05272 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. ‘The old road through Wootton no doubt led to
Folkington Place, and the Church, and to my various farms. But it did not lead to the Duke of
Devonshire’s property or any portion of it.’ Dated 23rd July 1892
DSC05273 to DSC05276 – Letter from C, H & C to Raper and Ellman. They state that Gwynne is
incorrect in assuming that not even owners and occupiers of the lands adjoining the old Turnpike road
by the Act of Parliament 59 and they site Clause 51. They also state that to road through Wootton has
been used by tenants of the Duke for up to 60 years (DSC05275). Dated 29th July 1892
DSC05277 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper stating that he encloses a map showing the
portion of Wootton ‘referred to in [their] conversation this day.’ The boundaries are marked in different
colours. There is no map included. Dated 4th August 1892
DSC05278 – Letter from C, H & C to Messer Raper and Ellman. They write to acknowledge the receipt
of a letter of the 9th August. Dated 11th August 1892
DSC05279 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He states that others are now taking advantage
of the gate being unlocked, ‘who are now making a right of way through the Wootton Farm…’ Dated
18th August 1892
DSC05280 to DSC05287 – Letter from C, H & C to Raper and Ellman titled ‘Wootton Trespass’.
DSC05280 – discusses what to refer to certain areas of land as in the trespassed area, labeled A-D. The
letter then begins to discuss in detail the acts of the trespass in relation to points A-D.
DSC05281 – ‘The Dukes tenants had no right of way on the Wootton Road prior to the act.’
DSC05288 – Letter from C, H & C to Raper and Ellman titled “The Hooks”. They ask to be told what
Mr Gwynne intends to do ‘in regards to the matters referred to in our letter of the 5th inst.’ Dated 24th
January 1894
DSC05289 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper stating that Mr Marshall-Hall would arrive to
‘look over the site of the road etc.’ Dated 26th January 1894
DSC05290 to DSC05291 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper titled “Re Wootton Lane”. He
discusses the drains close to the Hooks. He also mentions arranging ‘a conference…between his Grace
the Duke of Devonshire & myself…[to] see whether we cannot arrange the questions in dispute.’ He
also states that he wants to avoid litigation and has ‘no desire whatever to do anything beyond my legal
rights.’ (DSC05291) Dated 5th February 1894
DSC05292 to DSC05293 – Letter from C, H & C to Raper and Ellman. They state that they have proof
to show that Wootton Lane has always been used by the tenants of Hooks. (DSC05293)‘…whether Mr
Gwynne will acknowledge that the Duke and his tenants of the Hooks have a Right of Way at all times
and for all purposes over Wootton Lane and over the Old Turnpike Road and we must ask you to let us
know his decision without any further delay.’ Dated 30th January 1894
DSC05294 to DSC05295 – Letter from C, H & C to Raper and Ellman. They say that the gate at the
bottom of Wootton Lane has been locked by Gwynne to stop the tenants of The Hooks passing up the
Lane and further obstructions have been placed at the Upper and Northern End of Wootton Lane.
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They also state that the Duke claims a right of way for the tenants of The Hooks on Wootton Lane.
Dated 5th January 1894
DSC05296 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. ‘…the old Lane as this clearly is not for
“agricultural purposes.” The old lane was closed against such uses & is not open for this traffic as you
know.’ Dated 13th December 1893
DSC05297 – Copy of Reynolds’s Statement to the Squire. Dated January 1894
DSC05298 – Copy of Reynolds’s Statement to the Squire. Dated January 1894
DSC05299 to DSC05300 – Statement of Mr Neville Gwynne, Folkington Manor. He states that he has
never seen anyone on Wootton Lane or the old Turnpike road unless flower pickers or poachers who he
has turned away. He describes two meetings with Mr Wallis in that area. Dated 10th November 1893
DSC05301 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He describes a meeting with Mr Wallis’s
foreman Mr Fowler on Wootton Lane. Dated 23rd January 1984
DSC05302 to DSC05303 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He states that Mr Marshall- Hall
will come down as soon as he can to assess the site of Wootton Lane. The drains are once again
mentioned. Also states that he includes a statement from Whiting as reported by Mr Faulconer. Dated
17th January 1894
DSC05304 to DSC05305 –The statement of Whiting as reported by Mr Faulconer. He states that at the
time of Pagden of Frog Firle, ‘the only road to it [Hooks Farm] was up Wootton Lane.’ ‘NOTE
This is not true. There is another road direct into the farm from Hailsham Road on the opposite side of
the farm.’ Dated 9th January 1894
DSC05306 – Letter from W. Beale to Mr Raper stating that the squire could not find the conveyance
from Levett re the Lane, Swineshill. Dated 13th November 1893
DSC05307 to DSC05308 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. Gwynne states he has found the
Conveyance. ‘I hand you herewith a copy of the declaration made by Charles whiting, which appears to
be very good, & shows that the lane (Wootton) was not open to even the adjoining owners, much less
the Public.’ He lists briefly to Abstract of Title. Dated 16th November 1893
DSC05309 to DSC05311 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He describes in detail the
trespasses of Drewitt and Levett. Gwynne quotes Levett’s solicitor, ‘“A right of way has been claimed
from time to time, as you aware, over the old lane or land, but no action has ever been brought to prove
it….”’ (DSC05310) Dated 9th November 1894
DSC05312 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper stating that he has done the tracings of a parish
map but it is before the railway so the field boundaries have changed. Dated 7th November 1894
DSC05313 to DSC05314 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. Gwynne provides details of the
Wootton Lane. ‘Regarding the entrance to Wootton Lane, from the Turnpike road, I would point out
that this during the construction of the railroad was altered, & carried away in a different direction:
further from the Lodge leading to the Manor House…I find both in the Parish Map & in the conveyance
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from Mr Harrison to Mr Shepherd, only a portion of the lane is shown coloured as a road: & this
terminates a considerable distance before it comes near the Hooks…’ Dated 7th November 1894
DSC05315 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper stating that he is surprised not have heard from
Raper. Dated 6th November 1893
DSC05316 – Letter from J. E. A. Gwynne to Mr Raper. He describes a run in with ‘foulmouthed’
Levett who had ordered men to fill in the pond newly dug by Gwynne’s men. Dated 3rd November 1893
DSC05317 – Diary re Wootton Lane by Mr Henry Faulconer. He describes the filling in of the pond
and calls Levett ‘very impudent’. He also refers to the back drive as Hide Lane. Dated 30th October
1893 to 6th November 1893
DSC05317 – Further Statement by Mr Henry Faulconer. Dated 1st February 1894
DSC05319 – Copy of Reynolds’s Statement to the Squire. Dated January 1894
DSC05320 – Copy of Further Statement by Thomas Shipley. Dated 1st February 1894
DSC05321 – Copy of Notes of Conversation with Thomas Bennett. Dated 31st January 1894
DSC05322 – Statement of Thomas Shipley. He states that for the 14 years has been employed by
Gwynne he has been every day to Wootton Lane. He states he has never seen anyone who is not an
employee or tenant of the Squire up the lane. Anyone who isn’t recognised is turned back and informed
‘they have no right to be there’. Dated 22nd November 1893
DSC05323 – Statement of Henry Faulconer of Folkington Estate. He states he ‘has never heard that
there was a claim of any right of way over Wootton Lane or of a footpath over Wootton Farm until a claim
was lately made by “Levett”.’ ‘I never met either cattle or carts or any other conveyance or foot passengers
going to or from the Hooks Farm.’ Dated 25th November 1893
DSC05324 – Copy of Statement of William Tilling, Bricklayer, Folkington, undated
DSC05325 – Statement of Absalom Sharman, Leading Carter, Folkington. He states that he has never
heard of any right of way on Wootton Lane or any other part of the estate. He says ‘if any such claim or
right existed I should certainly have known it.’ He also states that he has always turned back any
trespassers. Dated 2nd December 1893
DSC05326 to DSC05327 – Declaration of William Ticehurst, Labourer, Folkington. ‘I locked the gate
leading from the County Turnpike road to Wootton Farm & known as Wotton Lane on Saturday 4th of
November 1893.’ No one was allowed to pass unless by his consent. He then describes a n altercati on
with a Mr Fowler, foreman for Mr Wallis. Dated 1st December 1893
DSC05328 – Same as DSC05327
DSC05329 to - DSC05330 – Copy of the copy of Declaration of Charles Whiting. Dated 12th
February 1889
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DSC05331 – Envelope for Whiting’s Declaration. Undated.
5332-5334 - QDP 67/2
DSC05332 – Reference to the proposed plan for the road from the southern end of the south street in the
cliff near Lewes to Polegate in the parish of Hailsham and from there to Eastbourne and from Polegate
also to Hailsham Common in the County of Sussex, undated (c.1820s?)
DSC05333 – NB from the reference (?) for the proposed Road, stating ‘The new road from Polegate to
Eastbourne and also from Polegate to Hailsham Common is proposed to be upon the same line and side
as the present Road without passing through my first ground (?) whatever’, undated (c. 1820s)
DSC05334 – Back cover of reference for the proposed plan for the road, undated

Gwynne Catalogue images
DSC05335 –Introduction to the archive of the Gwynne Family of Folkington Manor, Folkington,
published by the East Sussex Record Office, undated
DSC05336 – Second page to the introduction to the archive of the Gwynne Family of Folkington
Manor, Folkington, published by the East Sussex Record Office, undated
DSC05337 – Summary of contents of the archive of the Gwynne Family of Folkington Manor,
Folkington, published by the East Sussex Record Office, undated
DSC05338 – List from the letter book containing correspondence, agreements etc on personal, estate
and business from the estate papers belonging to James Eglinton Anderson Gwynne (1832 – 1915).
Documents dated from 1869 to 1885. Published by the East Sussex Record Office.
DSC05339– Letter book (above) continued. Documents dated from 1881 to 1890. Published by the East
Sussex Record Office.
DSC05340 – Letter book (above) continued. Documents dated from 1886 to 1900. Published by the
East Sussex Record Office.
DSC05341 – List of newspaper cuttings and legal papers from the estate papers belonging to James
Eglinton Anderson Gwynne. Documents dated from 1819 to 1901. Published by the East Sussex Record
Office.
DSC05342 – List of miscellaneous estate papers belonging to James Eglinton Anderson Gwynne.
Documents dated from 1877 to 1904. Published by the East Sussex Record Office.
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